Gridmen Meet Strong Opponents Saturday

**VARSITY SOCCER MEN JOURNEY TO PLAY DURMOUTH**

Big Green Has Already Lost to Both Teams This Season

**ENGINEERS UNDEFEATED**

Tonight's varsity soccer team will journey to Hanover to meet the Dartmouth men for the third game of the season. Thus far the Engineer squad has developed a strong defence and offense, and have been through a long twilight practice session during which time they have put the team into a fighting formation. Captain E. A. and Coyle of the Dartmouth team have been decided upon by both the Yale and Harvard coaches. Technology's soccer team this year proving to be one of the strongest, the soccer history of the institutions. The big Green is to be among those to meet tomorrow in a battle of the titans.

**Mike Hoar To Race Mc Ardle Field Day**

After a period of retirement of over 15 years, Mike Hoar, trendy tipster and wild horse trainer, has decided to return to the field and race Mc Ardle Field Day. The Big Green is to be in fine form, for the track is in great shape and the horses are well trained. Mike will be in the first race and will show his every ability to win.

**FROSH PICK UP SPIRIT**

After two weeks of practice that has taken up most of their time, the Frosh men will tackle two strong opponents tomorrow, when the Sophs play the General of New England and the Frosh against St. John's, seven at Harvard Stadium. The Green boys are up against their hot gangs and have done without their usual campfire evenings that clearly show the long twilight practice sessions and the efforts of their mates to put the team into fight shape.

**Student Desks**

A fine line of efficient desks reasonably priced to college use. Priced extremely low. Extra firm. $42.00. $57.50. Macey-Morris

95 Bedford Street, Boston Tel. Lib. 8171, $1m
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**SPORTS TO PLAY G.E. TOMORROW ON LYNN FIELD**

Freshmen to Play St. James; At Haverhill School Tomorrow

**FROM THE CAMPUS**

Soph's have noticed the pick-up spirit of the freshmen. The Freshmen have noticed the pick-up spirit of the freshmen.

**Race a Grudge Match**

The first clash of the season is between the Sophomore and Freshman football teams. Before the eventual moment a week is spent in preparations for the game. The Sophomore is to carry them a long way.

**Race Between the Teams**

Mike Hoar in Form

**After the Game READ**

The Boston Evening Transcript

**FOOTBALL EXTRA**

**Football Forecast**

contains a wealth of information for lovers of the game

**THE STORE FOR MEN**

Washington Street at Summer

**The Best Tuxedo in Boston for $45**

-Jordan Marsh Company

-If it was priced in accordance with the quality of the material and tailoring it would be ten dollars more.